Design Village is an architectural competition hosted by Cal Poly in the experimental structures lab behind campus. The Metamorphosis theme is based on the increasing need for adaptable architecture and flexibility in design.

2012 Cal Poly Design Village Competition
Metamorphosis

Team Coria
Best Liveable Space Award

From L to R: Faiza Jivani, Rolando Coria (team leader)
Oscar Lopez, Kristina Feddersen, Ivan Venegas, Tim Caldwell

On the hill!
The final result!!
Did someone say FIRE?!?

Gettin’ work done!

Team Leyva

From L to R: Alfredo Camacho, Curtis Gardner, Stephanie Pugh, Kimi McCarty, David Hupp, Michael Leyva (team leader)

Crew holding it down!
Is it “Hupp”esque enough?

Gardner’s ready for the end...
Gettin’ the frame done!

Building on top of the hill! Woah! It flips up!!! Sweet!

Team Blanco

From L to R: Mizhka Sotillo, Andre Medina, Sergio Perez, Justin Vander Tuig, Ruben Beltran, Felipe Blanco (team leader)

The lightning rod!
Swing away Mizhka!

Building on top of the hill! Woah! It flips up!!! Sweet!